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INITIATIVE

Life Cycle Analysis
by ELCA working group LIFTS

Start | End

2014 | 2017

Scope

independent from a specific supplier
LCA for typical European modern hydraulic and traction lifts

General conditions

PCR Lifts 2015

Participants

Germany
Greece
Italy
Spain
Sweden

and Co-financing

| ALGI, Blain Hydraulics, Oildinamic
| Kleemann
| GMV, Hidronic Lift, IGV, Moris, Omar Lift, Startelevator
| Mac Puarsa
| Hydroware
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INITIATIVE
in charge of the study

ITAINNOVA
Instituto Tecnológico de Aragón
Saragossa, Spain

Project manager

Carlos Peribáñez

Expert laboratory

ITA, the technology centre at the university
of Saragossa has a wide experience in
LCA’s and efficiency-related topics. ITA
laboratories monitor new technologies such
as robotics, automation and automotive.
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INITIATIVE
Lift definition

Lift parameters

Hydraulic drive

Traction drive

Rated load

450 kg

450 kg

Rated speed

0,5 m/s

1,0 m/s

Travel

10 m

10 m

Stops

4

4

Counterweight

-

Drive specification

Life span

50%
gearless MRL 2:1,
1:2; oil emerged motor
inverter without energy
with electronical valve
recovery

20 years
(minimum period after which more intensive
interventions or modernizations are needed)
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INITIATIVE
Usage - ISO 25745-II
Usage category

1

2

3

Ø 50
< 75

Ø 125
< 200

Ø 300
< 500

small
condominium,
office building;
underground
station

condominium up
to 20 flats, small
office or
administration
building up to 5
floors, small hotel,
stadium,
recreational
facilities

condominium up
to 50 flats, medium
size office building,
hotel, airport, small
hospital, shopping
centre

Trips per day
Typical
installations

Residential

Office
Hospital
Industrial
Commercial

Table A.1
Energy consumption of lifts

Hotel

Senior Residences
Traffic
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Others

Lift distribution according to
building types in Europe
(E4 study)

INITIATIVE
Background to •
the initiative

Reduction of energy consumption, efficiency and sustainability are strong focus of European
policies.

•

A lift has a long life-time. It is installed for a minimum of 20 years and the total life span often
reaches 50 years and more. Production, repair, maintenance and modernization therefore have a
large impact.

•

A lift is a mean of transportation. It implies comfort, full accessibility and reliability in the
transportation of people and goods. The lift optimizes the usage of a building and its value.
At this context energy consumption must be looked at of the full life cycle of the lift. It’s not
enough to only evaluate the electricity consumption during use phase, that in a modern lift in a 5stops residential building is very low, 170 € per year.

•

Misleading campaigns have been led. Often they were based on wrong conclusions, taking only
energy consumption during use into consideration. An example thereof is the German AMEV
Lifts 2010, a guideline for planners having to order lifts in public tenders. AMEV requested to justify
the use of any hydraulic lift in public buildings. This meant a practical exclusion of hydraulic lifts, also
modern, efficient ones.
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INITIATIVE
Scope of 1. Collecting data and producing LCA’s for medium-travel lifts, which represent some 80% of the European
ITA Study
new lifts market, using present-day technology
2. Compare hydraulic drive lifts and gearless MRL

3. Analysing new installations but also modernizations
comparing a full replacement and a partial modernization
4. Getting the advantages of each drive technology with numbers
5. Developing an LCA as basis for an EPD that
could become a joint project

6. Understanding the PCR impact

Graph: E4 study
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Life Cycle Inventory
Start: LCI
Lifts
Hydraulic new installation

Traction new installation
Hydraulic modernization

The LCI takes all raw materials into account.
An important parameter in the manufacturing phase is the dedicated energy.
Transport and distribution, delivery distances, influence the final result. The usage
phase, and hereby mainly the energy consumption and the maintenance, is one of
the crucial phases for the LCA result.
Dismantling and recycling have less impact thanks to a high rate of recyclability.

• Materials
• Transports
• Manufacturing
• Distribution
• Use
• End of life
phases for Life Cycle Inventory
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Material phase
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Purchasing phase

External = raw material transport to manufacturing facilities
Internal = processed material transport between manufacturing facilities

Manufacturing phase
Energy source consumption is the main factor in the
manufacturing phase.
For both types of lifts the same data are considered.
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Distribution phase

For both types of lifts the same average distance of lift distribution is considered:
500 km by medium size freight lorry.
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Use phase
ISO 25745

Energy consumption per year [kWh/a]

Usage category

Hydraulic drive

Traction drive

1

694

929

2

1011

1088

3

1753

1458

Average quantity of spare part materials (kg) used for
the 20 years life-span.
6.000 km of technicians’ travel has been taken into
account for both kinds of lifts
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End of life phase
Scenario used for the end-of-life
of the lift.
•
•
•
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R | Recycling
V | Energy recovery
W | Waste

Environmental impact
General criteria used for the environmental impact assessment
 PCR Lifts (Environdec) recommended calculation method, using CML-IA baseline EU25 and ReCiPe
 Software SimaPro 8.0.3
Database: Ecoinvent.V3.1
 Methods:
Climate change (kg CO2e)
ReCiPe (Points) considers damages
categories Human Health, Ecosystem Quality, Climate Change,
Resources

 UCTE electricity mix
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Environmental impact
Absolute results
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Environmental impact
Relative results
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Environmental impact
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Environmental impact
SUMMARY
Hydraulic Lift
•

better environmental profile in the initial phases “materials” and “transport”

•

lower environmental impact and the better global choice for usage categories 1 and 2
(up to Ø125 trips/d), thanks also to the lower standby consumption

•

could be a good option in cat. 3 up to a life span of 20 years

Traction Lift
•

advantageous for intense usage (category 3 and higher, >300 trips/d), with a life span of at
least 20 years

•

lower running energy compensates for the initial higher impacts, resulting in a better
environmental profile

•

a different electricity mix from UCTE can obtain different results and conclusions
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Modernization
MODERNIZATION OF AN INSTALLED HYDRAULIC LIFT

Ropes

Simplified inventory
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Environmental impact
COMPARISON
MODERNIZED HYDRAULIC LIFT VERSUS THE SUBSTITUTION WITH A TOTAL NEW LIFT
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Environmental impact
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Life cycle phases participation on the total LCA results; 20 years life span

Environmental impact
Life Cycle Analysis
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TOTAL SUMMARY
1. An LCA is the only real analysis of the environmental impact and sustainability of lifts.
Energy consumption during use is only a part of it...
2. Costs and efforts for an LCA, and even an EPD, are high.
3. LCAs are not in demand today in Europe, in calls for tender.
4. A modern hydraulic lift is perfect and more sustainable for residential and low rise buildings with
relatively low traffic.

5. For high travel, higher traffic combined with a long life-span traction lifts are the better solution
with a lower environmental impact.
6. The intelligent modernisation is more sustainable than the complete replacement by a new lift.
This is: Circular economy at work!
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Thank you for your attention.
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Thomas Birnbaum (Dipl.-Ing.)
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For any more detailed information feel invited to come in contact with
ELCA association
http://www.elca-eu.org
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